From public to private, large to small sized business management April’s featured Link to Life Science Series speakers are responsible for leading international corporations, impacting human lives through their innovative work. Join Delaware Bio on Thursday, April 26 for a Link to Life Science Fireside Chat featuring Fran DiNuzzo, CEO, ILC Dover and Greg Tronto, Vice President, W.L. Gore, and moderated by Kevin Cameron, CEO, Connect Delaware.

Our passionate speakers will walk the audience through important moments in their careers and Kevin will give the audience an opportunity to ask questions about the road to success!

The Link to Life Science Series: Fireside Chat will be held at the Delaware Biotechnology Institute. For more information, contact Amana Coates at amanda.coates@delawarebio.org

COST: MEMBERS $25 | IN-TRANSITION: $25 | NON-MEMBERS: $50

EVENT SPONSORS: